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Big Dams of the New Deal EraA Confluence of
Engineering and PoliticsUniversity of Oklahoma Press
A study of the religious culture of sixteenth-century
England, centred around preaching.
A native of Hopkinsville, Kentucky, Major General Logan
Feland (1869--1936) played a major role in the
development of the modern Marine Corps. Highly
decorated for his heroic actions during the battle of
Belleau Wood in World War I, Feland led the hunt for
rebel leader Augusto César Sandino during the
Nicaraguan revolution from 1927 to 1929 -- an operation
that helped to establish the Marines' reputation in
guerrilla warfare and search-and-capture missions. Yet,
despite rising to become one of the USMC's most highly
ranked and regarded officers, Feland has been largely
ignored in the historical record. In Kentucky Marine,
David J. Bettez uncovers the forgotten story of this
influential soldier of the sea. During Feland's tenure as
an officer, the Corps expanded exponentially in power
and prestige. Not only did his command in Nicaragua set
the stage for similar twenty-first-century operations in
Iraq and Afghanistan, but Feland was one of the first
instructors in the USMC's Advanced Base Force, which
served as the forerunner of the amphibious assault force
mission the Marines adopted in World War II. Kentucky
Marine also illuminates Feland's private life, including his
marriage to successful soprano singer and socialite
Katherine Cordner Feland, and details his
disappointment at being twice passed over for the
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position of commandant. Drawing from personal letters,
contemporary news articles, official communications, and
confidential correspondence, this long-overdue
biography fills a significant gap in twentieth-century
American military history.
This work uses practical measures to scientifically rank
major league players, position by position, according to
their offensive and defensive skills. The author has
adjusted individual statistics for the era in which the
player was active and for the “home park factor” in order
to put all eligible players on a level playing field. For each
position, the author has identified the top contenders for
best offensive, defensive and all-around player, and
provides a brief history of each of the candidates.
The Seventh Inning Stretch, by noted baseball expert
Josh Pahigian addresses all of the most interesting
baseball arguments, however frivolous, that fans have
been engaging in for decades, and even a few they may
have never stopped to consider before.
Role Development for the Nurse Practitioner, Second
Edition is an integral text that guides students in their
transition from the role of registered nurse to nurse
practitioner.
There are so many books on so many aspects of the
history of the United States, offering such a wide variety
of interpretations, that students, teachers, scholars, and
librarians often need help and advice on how to find what
they want. The Reader's Guide to American History is
designed to meet that need by adopting a new and
constructive approach to the appreciation of this rich
historiography. Each of the 600 entries on topics in
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political, social and economic history describes and
evaluates some 6 to 12 books on the topic, providing
guidance to the reader on everything from broad surveys
and interpretive works to specialized monographs. The
entries are devoted to events and individuals, as well as
broader themes, and are written by a team of well over
200 contributors, all scholars of American history.
A wide-ranging and impressive collection which
illuminates the enduring relationship between the Church
and literary creation.
Although North Carolina was a "home front" state rather
than a battlefield state for most of the Civil War, it was
heavily involved in the Confederate war effort and
experienced many conflicts as a result. North Carolinians
were divided over the issue of secession, and changes in
race and gender relations brought new controversy.
Blacks fought for freedom, women sought greater
independence, and their aspirations for change
stimulated fierce resistance from more privileged groups.
Republicans and Democrats fought over power during
Reconstruction and for decades thereafter disagreed
over the meaning of the war and Reconstruction. With
contributions by well-known historians as well as talented
younger scholars, this volume offers new insights into all
the key issues of the Civil War era that played out in
pronounced ways in the Tar Heel State. In nine essays
composed specifically for this volume, contributors
address themes such as ambivalent whites, freed blacks,
the political establishment, racial hopes and fears,
postwar ideology, and North Carolina women. These
issues of the Civil War and Reconstruction eras were so
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powerful that they continue to agitate North Carolinians
today. Contributors: David Brown, Manchester University
Judkin Browning, Appalachian State University Laura F.
Edwards, Duke University Paul D. Escott, Wake Forest
University John C. Inscoe, University of Georgia
Chandra Manning, Georgetown University Barton A.
Myers, University of Georgia Steven E. Nash, University
of Georgia Paul Yandle, West Virginia University Karin
Zipf, East Carolina University
The first volume to be published in the new Oxford
Edition of the Sermons of John Donne, this volume
contains the fourteen sermons preached by Donne at the
court of Charles I between the king's accession in 1625
and Donne's death in 1631
Coffee from East Africa, wine from California, chocolate
from the Ivory Coast - all those every day products are
based on labour, often produced under appalling
conditions, but always involving the combination of
various work processes we are often not aware of. What
is the day-to-day reality for workers in various parts of
the world, and how was it in the past? How do they work
today, and how did they work in the past? These and
many other questions comprise the field of the global
history of work – a young discipline that is introduced
with this handbook. In 8 thematic chapters, this book
discusses these aspects of work in a global and long
term perspective, paying attention to several kinds of
work. Convict labour, slave and wage labour, labour
migration, and workers of the textile industry, but also
workers' organisation, strikes, and motivations for work
are part of this first handbook of global labour history,
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written by the most renowned scholars of the profession.
Cover title: The Goodspeed biographical and historical
memoirs of eastern Arkansas.
Here is the baseball history of three brothers. George
was the eldest of the trio and the local hero. He played,
managed and scouted in professional baseball for 50
years. Rick was the cerebral baseball brother. He
devoted 60 years to the game in such capacities as
college player, eight-time major league all-star, coach,
scout and major league executive. Wes was the natural.
He was as talented as anyone who ever set foot on a
baseball diamond and as good as any pitcher who ever
threw a ball. This work chronicles the Ferrell family
history with a major emphasis on George, Rick, and
Wes; all the baseball doings; and includes numerous
photographs. An appendix offers a year-by-year
statistical look at the baseball careers of all seven Ferrell
brothers including date of birth, height, weight, league,
team, position, and averages, among other data.
SCOTT (Copy 2): From the John Holmes Library
collection.
Identifies a small number of sources which will meet the
basic needs of libraries of all sizes. Designed specifically
to help small libraries select a reference collection which
will meet their essential needs. Focuses on 105
annotated sources, and 68 notes citing another 75
reference titles which may be substituted for those
recommended in the text or purchased in addition to
them. Section II is designed to help small libraries in the
acquisition process. Also contains 9 exercises on using
basic types of sources and is intended for new reference
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workers.
In The Icarus Syndrome, Peter Beinart tells a tale as old
as the Greeks - a story about the seductions of success.
Beinart describes Washington on the eve of three wars World War I, Vietnam and Iraq - three moments when
American leaders decided they could remake the world
in their image. Each time, leading intellectuals declared
that history was over, and the spread of democracy was
inevitable. Each time, a president held the nation in the
palm of his hand. And each time, a war conceived in
arrogance brought untold tragedy. In dazzling colour,
Beinart portrays three extraordinary generations: the
progressives who took America into World War I, led by
Woodrow Wilson, the lonely preacher's son who became
the closest thing to a political messiah the world had ever
seen. The Camelot intellectuals who took America into
Vietnam, led by Lyndon Johnson, who lay awake night
after night shaking with fear that his countrymen
considered him weak. And George W. Bush and the postcold war neoconservatives, the romantic bullies who
believed they could bludgeon the Middle East and
liberate it at the same time. Like Icarus, each of these
generations crafted 'wings' - a theory about America's
relationship to the world. They flapped carefully at first,
but gradually lost their inhibitions until, giddy with
success, they flew into the sun. But every era also
brought new leaders and thinkers who found wisdom in
pain. They reconciled American optimism - our belief that
anything is possible - with the realities of a world that will
never fully bend to our will. In their struggles lie the
seeds of American renewal today. Based on years of
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research, The Icarus Syndrome is a provocative and
strikingly original account of hubris in the American
century - and how we learn from the tragedies that result.
"Doing Oral History is considered the premier guidebook
to oral history, used by professional oral historians,
public historians, archivists, and genealogists as a core
text in college courses and throughout the public history
community. The recent development of digital audio and
video recording technology has continued to alter the
practice of oral history, making it even easier to produce
and disseminate quality recordings. At the same time,
digital technology has complicated the preservation of
the recordings, past and present. This basic manual
offers detailed advice for setting up an oral history
project, conducting interviews and using oral history for
research, making video recordings, preserving oral
history collections in archives and libraries, and teaching
and presenting oral history"-The massive dams of the American West were designed
to serve multiple purposes: improving navigation,
irrigating crops, storing water, controlling floods, and
generating hydroelectricity. Their construction also put
thousands of people to work during the Great
Depression. Only later did the dams’ baneful effects on
river ecologies spark public debate. Big Dams of the
New Deal Era tells how major water-storage structures
were erected in four western river basins. David P.
Billington and Donald C. Jackson reveal how engineering
science, regional and national politics, perceived public
needs, and a river’s natural features intertwined to
create distinctive dams within each region. In particular,
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the authors describe how two federal agencies, the Army
Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation,
became key players in the creation of these important
public works. By illuminating the mathematical analysis
that supported large-scale dam construction, the authors
also describe how and why engineers in the 1930s most
often opted for massive gravity dams, whose design
required enormous quantities of concrete or earth-rock
fill for stability. Richly illustrated, Big Dams of the New
Deal Era offers a compelling account of how major dams
in the New Deal era restructured the landscape—both
politically and physically—and why American society in
the 1930s embraced them wholeheartedly.
The Oxford Handbook of English Prose 1500-1640 is the
only available overview of early modern English prose
writing. It considers the range and variety of the
substance and types of English prose, and also analyses
the forms and styles of writing adopted in the early
modern period.
Climate Change and the Course of Global History
presents the first global study by a historian to fully
integrate the earth-system approach of the new climate
science with the material history of humanity. Part I
argues that geological, environmental, and climatic
history explain the pattern and pace of biological and
human evolution. Part II explores the environmental
circumstances of the rise of agriculture and the state in
the Early and Mid-Holocene, and presents an analysis of
human health from the Paleolithic through the rise of the
state, including the Neolithic Demographic Transition.
Part III introduces the problem of economic growth and
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examines the human condition in the Late Holocene from
the Bronze Age through the Black Death, assessing the
relationships among human technologies, climatic
change, and epidemic disease. Part IV explores the
move to modernity, stressing the emerging role of human
economic and energy systems as earth-system agents in
the Anthropocene. Supported by climatic, demographic,
and economic data with forty-nine figures and tables
custom-made for this book, A Rough Journey provides a
pathbreaking model for historians of the environment, the
world, and science, among many others.
Texas containing the early history of this important
section of the great state of Texas together with glimpses
of its future prospects also biographical mention of many
of the pioneers and Prominent Citizens of the Present
Time and Full-page Portraits of some of the most
Eminent Men of This Section
Explores how the English Reformation transformed the
meaning of the Ten Commandments, which in turn
helped shape the Reformation itself.
In Sketch Comedy: Identity, Reflexivity, and American
Television, Nick Marx examines some of the genre's
most memorable—and controversial—moments from the
early days of television to the contemporary line-up.
Through explorations of sketches from well-known
shows such as Saturday Night Live, The State, Inside
Amy Schumer, Key & Peele, and more, Marx argues that
the genre has served as a battleground for the struggle
between comedians who are pushing the limits of what is
possible on television and network executives who are
more mindful of the financial bottom line. Whether
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creating new catchphrases or transgressing cultural
taboos, sketch comedies give voice to marginalized
performers and audiences, providing comedians and
viewers opportunities to test their own ideas about their
place in society, while simultaneously echoing
mainstream cultural trends. The result, Marx suggests, is
a hilarious and flexible form of identity play unlike
anything else in American popular culture and media.
This study draws on the life of renowned historian,
Robert H. Ferrell, to explore issues related to the history
profession. Ferrell’s life story contextualizes
postmodernism, the New Left, and the challenges of
crafting history. The author analyzes Ferrell’s biases,
examining distinctions between his morals and actions
as well as his private and public life. This book provides
crucial insight into the subjectivity of history, the
boundaries of the discipline, and the effects of
historians’ social lives on their work.
Provides a comprehensive listing, including biographical
information and statistics, of each athlete inducted into
one of the major sports halls of fame.
The Routledge Handbook of Graffiti and Street Art
integrates and reviews current scholarship in the field of
graffiti and street art. Thirty-seven original contributions
are organized around four sections: History, Types, and
Writers/Artists of Graffiti and Street Art; Theoretical
Explanations of Graffiti and Street Art/Causes of Graffiti
and Street Art; Regional/Municipal Variations/Differences
of Graffiti and Street Art; and, Effects of Graffiti and
Street Art. Chapters are written by experts from different
countries throughout the world and their expertise spans
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the fields of American Studies, Art Theory, Criminology,
Criminal justice, Ethnography, Photography, Political
Science, Psychology, Sociology, and Visual
Communication. The Handbook will be of interest to
researchers, instructors, advanced students, libraries,
and art gallery and museum curators. This book is also
accessible to practitioners and policy makers in the fields
of criminal justice, law enforcement, art history, museum
studies, tourism studies, and urban studies as well as
members of the news media. The Handbook includes 70
images, a glossary, a chronology, and the electronic
edition will be widely hyperlinked.
Features The 2002 CAA Annual Conference 95 The End
of an Era: The Seabrook Auction 100 A Practical
Approach to Exhibiting Vehicles 106 F. French & Co.,
Part Two 109 An Arizona Interlude 116 Preparing for the
Show Ring: Part II 118 Walter Shoolbred and the "New
Times" 120 Departments The View from the Box 94
Memories Mostly Horsy 102 Tack Room Talk 104 The
Road Behind: Secondhand Harness 113 Letters to the
Editor 115 Book Reviews 123 The Carriage Trade 125
In a series of ten historical and literary studies, this
volume analyses the complex narrative of changing
political identities in early modern Europe and maps out
some of the dominant ways in which 'European-ness'
was articulated in documents of the period. As the
collection unfolds, its contributors explore these themes
from a whole range of geographical perspectives,
including not only accounts of British culture, but also
those describing cultural relations and political identities
with regard to Italy, Spain, France, the Papacy, the
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Netherlands, Bohemia and the Americas, for example.
Concentrating upon early modern nations at a time when
they were just beginning to formulate recognizable
collective identities, the studies contained in this volume
offer a clear picture of the ways in which current literary
and historical scholarship may yield penetrating insights
into the broader question of how the very idea of Europe
evolved amongst its native inhabitants during the
fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
General Douglas MacArthur has been hailed as the
greatest soldier in American history. While not everyone
would agree with that assessment, there is no question
that MacArthur played a prominent role in the emergence
of the United States as a world power in the twentieth
century. A distinguished combat soldier during World
War I and an innovative educator at West Point in the
1920s, MacArthur became the army's chief of staff
during the Great Depression. He went abroad in the
1930s to prepare the Philippines for war. His stand
against the Japanese following Pearl Harbor made him a
national hero, and his subsequent campaign against
Japanese forces in the Southwest Pacific only added to
his reputation. The Korean War gave MacArthur a final
opportunity to display his military skills. MacArthur and
the American Century assembles for the first time a
nuanced and full scrutiny of MacArthur's entire career.
Essays by such experts as Stanley L. Falk and D.
Clayton James accompany materials by Dwight D.
Eisenhower and MacArthur himself, providing analysis
and evaluation of the immense impact this dramatic
figure had on war, peace, and the American imagination.
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Through interlocking stories of duels, highway robberies
smuggling, riots, binge drinking and earthquakes, Rogers
captures the anxieties of a half-decade and assesses the
social reforms contemporaries framed and imagined to
deal with the crisis.
As a body, these records are extracted from roughly 750
known Bibles and extend from the late 18th through the
early 20th centuries, with the greatest concentration from
the mid-19th century. Most of the entries refer to births,
marriages, and deaths and in most cases indicate the
name(s) of the principals, the date of the event, and,
sometimes, such supplementary information as his/her
age or address, the maiden name of a parent, etc. Each
Bible record is identified by family name and followed by
a reference to the Huguenot Society records where the
original can be found. In all, the records refer to more
than 2,500 main families named in the surname index at
the back of the volume and embrace a staggering 25,000
individuals of Huguenot or possible Huguenot
ancestry--connections and allied families that would
otherwise be lost to us in the unpublished files of this
august organization.
A sprawling tale of immigrant families' struggles with
harsh urban realities
The Washington Senators have a special place in
baseball history as one of the most unsuccessful teams
ever to play the game. The Nats (as headline writers had
dubbed them by midcentury) got their start in 1901
thanks to Byron Bancroft "Ban" Johnson and endured 71
up-and-down seasons in the American League, which
was created at the same time as the Washington
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ballclub. This huge work exhaustively chronicles the
capricious history of the Washington Senators from the
beginning to the end in 1971, with detailed information
on the management and players who kept the
organization going in good and bad times. Insights on
how the team fit into the American League as well as
statistics covering the team's records throughout its
existence and the lifetime records of all members of the
Baseball Hall of Fame who played with the Washington
Senators are also provided.
Lists over 750 sources focusing on the reference needs
of adults. The primary objective was to select quality
reference tools which cover many different topics. Topics
include general works, biography, philosophy, religion,
language, literature, visual arts, applied sciences, sports
and recreation, home life, social customs and education.
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